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THE TIME-SAVING TRIGGER GRIP

Upgrade Your Processes
In the electronics world, everything is always
changing. But at many facilities, the only
thing that doesn’t change is benchtop clean-
ing!

The Trigger Grip™ system instantly upgrades
your cleaning program. It standardizes
cleaning into a convenient four-step pro-
cess: wet, scrub, rinse, and dry. It gives each
technician better control of the whole
cleaning process. The Trigger Grip will help
them clean better, faster and more safely,
with less wasted solvent and less effort.

The payback is fast. Companies using old-
style high-pressure aerosols find the Trigger
Grip slashes their benchtop cleaning costs
by 50% or more. Here’s how Micro Care can
start saving you money today:

The Solvent MiserTM

The most popular Trigger Grip. Slashes sol-
vent consumption, minimizes worker expo-
sure to solvent fumes; minimizes user fatigue.
Virtually indestructible, including hose and
aerosol connectors. Produced from ESD-dis-
sipative materials; complies with MIL-STD-
2000 requirements. Equipped with the stan-
dard brush. The Slo-Flo Solvent Miser™

Trigger Grip  is identical but equipped with
the money-saving slo-flo brush. Ideal for use
with slow-drying solvents. Patented.

Standard: #MCC-ESD
Slo-Flo: #MCC-ESD2

The two-piece Bench Mounting
Kit  keeps the can upright and
the work area neat.

▲

The old dip-and-brush method is
cheap to buy but expensive to
use because it makes rinsing
impossible. Old-fashioned
aerosols waste solvent, damage
the environment and expose
workers to potentially
hazardous fumes.

BRUSHES

Standard surface-mount brush #MCC-SMB
Slo-flo version #MCC-SMB2

Long-nose for cleaning pins #MCC-LNB
Slo-flo version #MCC-LNB2

Medium size, .020” O.D. #MCC-SR20

Our best-selling brush #MCC-RBNB

The Original Trigger GripTM

Your least expensive choice. The same func-
tionality as the SolventMiser, but without
quite the same durability and with slightly
less ESD protection. Heat shield protects sol-
vent dispensing hose. The Slo-Flo Standard
Trigger Grip is identical but equipped with
the slo-flo brush. An excellent choice for use
with affordable, slow-drying solvents. Pat-
ented.

Standard: #MCC-STB
Slo-Flo: #MCC-STB2

Brushes
Both types of Trigger Grips can be fitted fit

replacement brushes. This allows the tech to
customize the Trigger Grip to fit the applica-
tion, saving time and solvent .

Bench Mounting Kit
A simple idea that works great. A low-cost,

two-piece system that holds the Trigger Grip
and the can of solvent vertically at the work-
bench. ESD-safe. Extremely durable. Extends
Trigger Grip life. Ensures that aerosol cans
will empty completely.

#MCC-BK

StatZapTM ESD Eliminator
For more information — Product Spec PS-73

Simply a better idea! Use this durable stain-
less steel nozzle on canned air, freeze sprays
and high pressure aerosols. It reduces ESD
voltages generated by plastic spray tubes to
a harmless 50 volts or less.  The swagged
corona tip sucks away harmful ESD voltages.
Unique plastic sheathing prevents inadvert-
ent contact with energized circuits. Patented.

#MCC-ZAP

Training Video
Eight minutes of safety training. Learn how

to connect, disconnect and clean more ef-
fectively using the Trigger Grip.

#MCC-VT1

For more information call (210) 531-0551


